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English $USD Sign In / Join Free 0 0

Average rating :

$17.10 $17.10

Qty: 1

Add To Cart  Add to Favorites

Feazac Sweater

(0 reviews)

Item Code: Feazac Sweater

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 27 Cm

width 22 Cm

high 3 Cm

volume weight 451.44 g

Version: Slim Sleeve Type: Long Sleeve Material: Cotton + Polyester, rib knit, great elasticity. The style
of this top is too small. It is recommended to buy one size larger. Features: This cute ribbed crop top
has long sleeves, elastic fabric, round neck, slim style, and pleated lace details on the side. Occasion:
The slightly smiling version and soft knitted fabric are suitable for spring and autumn wear, and can be
worn with a jacket in winter. Suitable for various leisure occasions, such as parties, dates, pregnancy,
vacations, street wear, cocktail parties, daily life, leisure, travel and even home. Basic solid color slim
top. You can wear this mini top in a cardigan or sweater for a stylish layered look. Summer can be
matched with your favorite shorts. This is a perfect top, suitable for layering or alone. 2020 fashionable
round neck autumn cute shirt sexy slim-fit pleated tight-fitting layered T-shirt top, women's casual
everyday. Suitable: Tight/Slim/Slim fit. Style: fashion / casual / cute / female / basic / temple print /
long sleeves. Neckline: round neck. Season: Spring/Summer/Autumn/Winter. Length: Short/mini
length/short length. Gender: lady, lady, girl, material: polyester and cotton, soft and skin-friendly.
Clothing type: ladies' tops. Essential --- must-have T-shirts for all seasons, easy to mix and match,
perfect for single wear or bottoming: using the most comfortable fabric, elastic, comfortable and soft.
Close-fitting, soft, suitable for layering, very suitable for sweaters, blazers, jackets and outerwear. It is a
must-have item for every wardrobe. You can match different styles of small accessories, jackets,
cardigans, high heels, sandals, sports shoes to create various styles and adapt to different
temperatures.
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Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

Product Review

Average Rating: 0 based on 0 Customer Reviews

5 stars 0%

4 stars 0%

3 stars 0%

2 stars 0%

1 stars 0%
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1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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